Newsletter - Week 9, Term 1
Mawson Lakes School
W41 Kimberley’s class

Overall, this term has been extraordinary as we have been building new positive relationships with
others as well as growing with our classmates. Our whole class has definitely extended and
expanded their learning by using a growth mindset. Most of our students have accomplished major
goals already in every subject given, especially in Science and P.E.
Throughout the term some of our highlights have been:





“On the first day of school everyone was definitely welcoming and I felt as if I belonged.” Sandra
“English was one of my highlights because I can use my imagination and it is very enjoyable at
the same time.” Kohen
“In P.E I used to never like to run, but now it has all changed because I have jogged six laps which
is a big achievement for me.” Sasha
“I have enjoyed making new great friendships with others that I didn’t necessarily know.”
Samuel

The whole class definitely agrees that Kimberley is a wonderful, talented teacher and we have
enjoyed working with her because she has taught us some amazing things in various subjects.

Harmony Day activities with our Buddies
in Miss Lara’s Reception Class
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“This term I have enjoyed
“I enjoyed playing Dodge Ball in
playing basketball with the Year
the gym. I have learnt about three
six’s and sevens because I like
tectonic plate disturbances which
basketball and I play for two
are divergent, convergent and
teams. When I play it at school,
transformative.” David
I can learn more skills and use it
in my games”. Kohen
“This term I’ve enjoyed getting to
know my classmates because it’s
“I enjoyed writing
really brought us together.” Annabel
narratives with Sofia and
Kimberley during
“Kimberley have been an outstanding
grammar.” Isaac
teacher. Although some people do not
realise or know how to respect her,
“I enjoyed learning new
she deserves the best.” Daniel B.
things about history,
volcanoes and tectonic
“I enjoyed trailing in SAPSASA soccer
plates. I learnt that
tryouts and fitness and also English with
tectonic plates mostly
Kimberley and Miss Sofia.” Tahir
create earthquakes in the
Pacific Ocean (Ring of
Fire).” Daniel D

W41
Highlights

“The highlight of this term was
learning grammar with Sophia,
writing narratives and
understanding decimals in
Maths with Kimberley.” Jorja
“This term, Kimberley
has taught me lots more
about decimals and how
to multiply and divide
numbers by 10, 100 and
1000.” Sophia
“This term I really enjoyed math
with place value because I found
it helpful. It helped me enjoy
math which means I can get a
good job.” Benjamin Taggart

“I have enjoyed the math place value
with decimal points since it’s a fun
way to learn place value while
helping my education.” Dylan Dao

“This term I have enjoyed doing
spelling because the activities
have helped me learn the
definitions and how to put them
in sentences.” Emma
“I enjoyed doing maths – place value
using decimal points because it was
very fun and easy to learn.” Tan

“This term I have experienced that
this class has been very welcoming,
understanding and unique. In the
future I hope to achieve my major
goals and receive high standard
grades.” Jovana
“My highlight of this term was
when we did science on
earthquakes because I have
got deeper understanding
now.” Sandra

“This term I enjoyed doing P.E
because I like doing tennis. I also
enjoyed Math because I learnt
new strategies like chunking.”
Samuel
“This term, I enjoyed learning
about tsunamis and the tectonic
plates in Science. I also learnt
that there are five stages of the
generation of a tsunami.” Emily
“This term I have learnt
about tsunamis. A tsunami is
a fast moving chain of water
which is caused by a shift of
the tectonic plates.” Danka
“I love to express myself
through narrative writing
and English has
challenged me to do my
best.” Denver
“This term, I enjoyed doing choir
activities because we got to
experience different activities. I
got to do fun activities with my
friends.” Kelly
“This term, I have learnt
how to write bigger
narratives and use
descriptive words. I have
also learnt how to multiply
with big numbers.” Sasha
“I like how Kimberley has
made an effort to make our
school work fun and
interactive.” Kailan
“I enjoyed playing tennis and
dodge ball in P.E because it is a
fun way to move around and
getting physical.” Mihir
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